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Abstract

The Internet has enabled a new paradigm of economic production, where individual users perform
work for others, often in small units, for short periods of time, and without formal contracts or
monetary payments. These distributed work systems can arise in many places, for example in peer-
to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks, in ad-hoc wireless routing networks, or even in casual car-
pooling communities. The particular challenge is to incentivize users to perform work for others,
even though all interactions are bilateral and monitoring is not possible. In this paper, we formalize
the problem of designing incentive-compatible work accounting mechanisms that measure the net
contributions of users, despite relying on voluntary reports. We first describe BarterCast, a fully
decentralized information exchange system, where individual agents send and receive reports about
the work they have performed/received. We show that a straw man solution is highly susceptible
to misreport manipulations. Next, we introduce the Drop-Edge mechanism which removes any
incentive for a user to make misreports about its own interactions. We prove that the information
loss necessary to achieve this incentive compatibility is small and vanishes in the limit as the number
of users grows. In some domains, users may be able to cheaply create fake identities (i.e, sybils) and
use those to manipulate the accounting mechanism. A striking negative result is that no sybil-proof
accounting mechanism exists if one requires responsiveness to a single positive report. To evaluate
the welfare properties of our mechanisms, we first present results from a discrete, round-based
simulation, showing that BarterCast-Drop-Edge achieves very high efficiency. We have also
implemented the mechanism in Tribler, a BitTorrent software client, that is already deployed in
the real world and has thousands of users. Experimental results using Tribler demonstrate that
the mechanism successfully prevents free-riding in P2P-file-sharing systems, and achieves better
efficiency than the standard BitTorrent protocol.
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1 Introduction

Distributed work systems arise in many places, for example in peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing networks
like BitTorrent, where users upload and download files to and from other users, or in ad-hoc wireless
networks where individual peers route data packages for each other. Of course, the total amount of
work performed by a population must equal the total amount of work consumed. Moreover, while
some degree of free-riding may be acceptable, the long-term viability of distributed work systems
relies on roughly balanced work contributions. Otherwise, strategic agents may seek to free-ride on
the system, i.e., minimize the work they perform for others and maximize the work they consume.

Current systems, including BitTorrent, often enforce temporally-local balances, e.g., via fair ex-
change protocols where agent A only continues to perform work for agent B if agent B reciprocates
immediately. This “local balance” introduces a large inefficiency. Users are limited to consuming work
at a rate at which they can themselves produce work, must be able to simultaneously consume and
produce work, and cannot perform work and store credits for future consumption. Pouwelse et al. [26]
found that this incentive problem has significant effects in practice as more than 80% of BitTorrent
users go offline immediately once they have finished downloading. Accounting mechanisms solve this
problem by keeping long-term tallies of work performed and consumed by each user. This gives users
an incentive to share even after they have finished downloading, and thus increases system efficiency.

A particular challenge occurs when the interactions are bilateral and there is no ability for a third
party to monitor the activities. We consider distributed work systems where agents perform small
units of work for each other (e.g., transmitting a few bytes), for limited periods of time (e.g., a few
seconds or minutes), where no contract covers the interactions, and where no real or virtual currency
can be used, because the institutional requirements for the exchange of payments are not available.
Furthermore, we assume that there is no a priori trust relationship between agents, and that an
agent can only earn trust by performing work. Because accounting mechanisms rely on voluntary
reports, however, a major challenge is to provide robustness against strategic manipulations. The two
manipulations we consider aremisreports, where an agent overstates the amount of work contributed or
consumed, and sybil manipulations, where an agent creates fake sybils (or copies of itself). We design
accounting mechanisms that are incentive-compatible, in the sense that no agent has an incentive to
manipulate the mechanism.

1.1 Accounting vs. Reputation Mechanisms

Misreport and sybil manipulations are well-studied in the related literature on trust and reputation
mechanisms [11]. However, the results from this literature do not translate to accounting mechanisms.
First, in distributed work systems, every positive report by A about his interaction with B, i.e., B
performed work for A, is simultaneously a negative report about A, i.e., A received work from B.
This fundamental tension is not present in reputation mechanisms. Second, sybil manipulations are
much more powerful against accounting mechanisms. For a search engine, the primary concern is that
an agent could increase the reputation of its website by creating a set of sybils that are linking to
the original website, but an agent does not care about the reputation of the sybils themselves. In a
distributed work system, in contrast, if an agent can create sybils with a positive score, then these
sybils can receive work from other users without negatively affecting the score of the original agent.
While various reputation mechanisms have been proposed that are sybil-proof (e.g., maxflow, hitting-
time [6, 32]), these results do not translate to accounting mechanisms. Third, once an agent has a high
reputation it can benefit from that for a long time. For example, a website with a high PageRank
[24] benefits from lots of visitors without affecting its reputation. In distributed work systems, in
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contrast, an agent benefits from a high score by getting priority for receiving work in the future,
which in turn decreases its score again. Thus, accounting scores are inherently temporary. Finally,
and somewhat informally, the essence of accurate reputation aggregation is the operation of averaging
whereas the essence of accurate accounting is the operation of addition. In a reputation system like
eBay, individual users provide feedback about each other, and the individual feedback reports of two
different agents regarding a third agent could be very different. The task of the reputation system is
to aggregate multiple reports into one overall reputation score; in a sense, “averaging” over all reports.
In contrast, in distributed work systems, multiple reports about work consumed or performed by an
agent need to be “added together”, to determine the overall net contributions of that agent.

1.2 Real-World Applications for Accounting Mechanisms

There are many application domains where accounting mechanisms can help to provide proper in-
centives and increase overall system efficiency. For example, the performance of P2P file sharing
systems crucially depends on the contribution of resources by their participating users. Free-riding is
a well-known issue in P2P research; its effects have been empirically measured [1, 29] and extensively
analyzed [3, 9, 18, 21]. None of the existing decentralized systems provides its users with a long-term
incentive to upload data to others [22], which results in large efficiency losses in practice. Centralized
systems like private BitTorrent trackers [23, 36] have managed to sustain long-term contributions from
its members, even though many of them can be manipulated in various ways. However, these systems
generally assume some kind of central monitoring which we do not assume, and a formal study of
these systems has been missing such that the incentives at play are still unclear.

A possible future application for accounting mechanisms is content distribution in 3G networks.
3G bandwidth is a very scarce resource and downloading data via a 3G network is relatively slow and
requires a lot of battery power from a smartphone or similar device. In contrast, Wifi networks are
cheap and fast, and smartphones require much less battery power to connect to a Wifi network than
to a 3G network. There is potential to use ad-hoc wireless networks to distribute certain data instead
of using 3G bandwidth [4]. Imagine, you are at the train station at 9am in the morning, and lots
of people are downloading the news, the weather, etc. onto their smartphones. In such situations,
the efficiency can be increased if only one of the users downloads the data via the 3G, and then
(automatically) distributes it via ad-hoc Wifi connections to the other users. However, given that 3G
connections are costly for the user (draining the battery, and accumulating MBs that count towards
the monthly download limit), with a naive implementation, no user would like to be the one who
downloads and then distributes the data via 3G. A similar problem arises in an application proposed
by Webb et al. [35], where multiple 3G antennas are shared to increase the download speed for an
individual user. Again, with a naive implementation, it would be to a user’s disadvantage to permit
others to use the 3G connection on his device. Using accounting mechanisms, these incentive problems
can be solved, balancing the work load over time, and giving each user an incentive to consume and
perform work at different points in time.

A third potential application concerns routing in ad-hoc networks. Imagine you need to set up a
communication network in an area without existing communication infrastructure, for example, in
an area that has just been hit by a natural disaster or in a war zone. In such situations, oftentimes
different organizational units, potentially from different countries, set-up camps next to each other,
but have no direct relationship with each other. Ad-hoc wireless networks are a very efficient way of
quickly establishing a communication network in these situations. However, bandwidth will generally
be scarce, and routing data from other organizational units through your own network might reduce
the amount of bandwidth you can use yourself. Again, a properly designed accounting mechanism
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can address this problem by making sure that over time, each network routes approximately the same
amount of data, thereby providing an incentive to collaborate.

Accounting mechanisms can also be applied in domains that involve larger units of work by human
agents, but where formal contracts or monetary transfers are undesirable for some exogenous reason.
Consider a carpooling network where drivers pick up and drop off passengers at different locations
in a city. According to the website of the Casual Carpool Sites from the Bay Area1, no monetary
payments are made from passengers to drivers, except for shares of the tolls. While participating in
this network as a passenger seems very attractive, the drivers also have some advantages, including
the passengers’ shares of the tolls and the right to use car-pooling lanes. Still, there seems to be more
demand than supply, as is indicative by the warning on the website not to “line-jump”. By using an
accounting mechanism that gives priority to passengers that have themselves offered rides to others
in the past, proper incentives for becoming a driver could be established.

1.3 Outline and Overview of Results

In this paper, we present a theoretical and experimental analysis of accounting mechanisms for dis-
tributed work systems. In Section 2 we formalize the concept of a distributed work system and
introduce BarterCast, a fully decentralized, lightweight information exchange system used here for
gossiping voluntary work reports. In Section 3 we present the first formal model for the design of
incentive compatible accounting mechanisms. A strawman solution, the Basic mechanism, is sus-
ceptible to misreport manipulations, even though it is built around a max-flow algorithm, which is
robust against manipulations for reputation system. We introduce the Drop-Edgemechanism, which
removes any incentives for agents to misreport information, by selectively dropping information depen-
dent on the decision context. In Section 4 we provide a theoretical analysis of accounting mechanisms,
where we show that the information loss of Drop-Edge due to dropping some of the information is
small and vanishes in the limit as the number of agents in the network gets large. We consider sybil
attacks and prove an impossibility result, that under reasonable assumptions, no sybil-proof account-
ing mechanism exists. This is in stark contrast to reputation systems, where mechanisms based on
max-flow have been shown to be sybil-proof. We show, however, that a weaker form of robustness,
K-sybil-proofness, can be achieved for a restricted class of attacks.

In Section 5, we provide an extensive experimental evaluation of the Drop-Edge mechanism for
general distribution work systems, using a discrete, round-based simulation. We show that, compared
to the Basic mechanism, Drop-Edge leads to much higher performance for cooperative agents,
because of its robustness against misreport attacks. We also show that this effect increases over
time, as agents gather more and more information about each other and thus are able to discriminate
better and better between cooperative agents and free-riders. In Section 6 we provide results from
experiments using accounting mechanisms as an overlay protocol for the BitTorrent P2P file sharing
network. Using Tribler, a real file sharing client that is already deployed and being used by thousands
of users, we run simulations at the BitTorrent protocol level. We consider both a ranking policy and
a banning policy for making work allocation decisions in BitTorrent, based on aggregate accounting
information. We show that using the ranking policy, which allocate the optimistic unchoking slot
to the agents with the highest score, the power of accounting mechanisms is inherently limited in
BitTorrent. However, we show that using the banning policy, which bans agents whose score is below
a certain threshold, we can significantly separate the performance of cooperative agents and free-
riders, likely enough to induce free-riders to become cooperative. Based on all experimental results,

1http://www.ridenow.org/carpool
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we conclude that the Drop-Edge accounting mechanism can successfully separate cooperative agents
from free-riders, and assuming some kind of behavioral change (i.e., free-riders becoming cooperative
over time), we can achieve a total efficiency that is higher than with the standard BitTorrent protocol.

1.4 Related Work

The design of incentive-compatible distributed work systems has been a long-standing goal of the
systems and AI community [14]. In particular, since the advent of popular P2P file sharing networks
like Napster, Gnutella, Kazaa, and BitTorrent, this area has attracted a lot of attention. Early on,
multiple studies have shown that users in these networks cheat in various ways. Adar and Huberman [1]
have shown that a majority of Gnutella users free-ride and Lian et al. [20] have shown that users of
the Maze network successfully perform whitewashing and collusion attacks.

Despite the important differences between accounting mechanisms and reputation mechanisms, the
related literature on transitive trust and reputation mechanisms [11] is an important precursor to our
own work. Gupta et al. [15] present a reputation system that is partially distributed, but relies on
the authority of a single agent that stores peer reputations. Kamvar et al. [16] present EigenTrust,
an algorithm for reputation management in P2P networks that is based on distributed computations
of globally consistent trust vectors. However, it relies on pre-trusted peers for convergence and its
aim for global consistency assumes a rigid network of peers. Karma [34] is a system in which a
distinguished set of nodes keep track of the transaction balances of peers. However, they also assume
the existence of a set of pre-trusted agents that store global information about all other peers, and
the discussion of incentive issues is completely omitted. Feldman et al. [9, 10] study the challenges
involved in providing robust incentives against free-riding, whitewashing, and misreport attacks in P
networks. They introduce a reputation mechanism based on max-flow, but implicitly assume that
all nodes have a complete view of the network, which is unrealistic in large, dynamic communities.
Furthermore, the mechanism they propose is not misreport-proof in our setting.

An interesting, but orthogonal direction is provided by studies of virtual currencies (in our domain,
the institutional requirements for a transferable currency do not exist). Friedman et al. [12] study
scrip systems that rely on a trusted and transferable currency. They show how to determine the
optimal amount of currency in a system to maximize efficiency. Kash et al. [17] study the effect of
hoarders and altruists on such scrip systems. Dandekar et al. [8] also study credit networks, but instead
of relying on a globally-trusted currency, they employ locally-trusted IOUs. Their study focuses on
questions regarding the effect of network structure on credit liquidity, and largely ignores questions
regarding incentive-compatibility.

One of the largest steps forward regarding the implementation of robust incentives in a real-world
P2P system used by millions of users is the BitTorrent protocol, proposed by Cohen [7]. In contrast
to previous protocols like Napster or Gnutella [30], BitTorrent uses a policy with short-term, direct
incentives, resembling to a large degree a simple tit-for-tat mechanism. However, while this mecha-
nism is successful for short term transactions, BitTorrent offers no incentives for long-term sharing
of content. In practice, Pouwelse et al. [26] found that a majority of BitTorrent users go offline im-
mediately after finishing a download. An interesting idea to address this propoblem was proposed by
Piatek et al. [25]. They study what one might call “decentralized accounting mechanisms” and find
empirically that P2P file sharing networks demonstrate a small-world effect, where 99% of peers ex-
changed data with a common third party. They propose to use well-connected intermediaries to broker
information, but without providing proper incentives to the intermediaries to behave truthfully. Our
own work builds on this idea, and in particular the fully decentralized information exchange protocol
BarterCast exploits this connectedness of many P2P networks. However, we additionally provide
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a formal framework to study the incentive properties of such systems and propose a mechanism that
is misreport-proof, the major concern in the design of accounting mechanisms.

Another important concern in the design of accounting mechanisms is sybil-proofness. Cheng et
al. [5, 6] have studied this problem for reputation mechanisms. One of their important findings is
that no globally-consistent reputation mechanism can be sybil-proof, but that subjective mechanisms
based on max-flow algorithms can be sybil-proof. While their work influenced our thinking about sybil-
proofness, unfortunately, their results do not translate to our domain, due to the differences between
accounting and reputation mechanisms (especially the ability of a sybil to receive work). A recent
paper by Resnick and Sami [28] also specifically addresses the problem of sybil-proof transitive trust
mechanisms. However, in their model, the individual transactions are risky and can have a positive
or negative outcome, and they focus on limiting the effect of a powerful adversary. In contrast, in
our domain, the individual transactions are not risky. Instead, our focus is on computing accounting
scores that are proportional to the net work contributed by the agents. Our mechanism shares some
similarities with a mechanism proposed by Alon et al. [2], who consider voting environments where the
set of candidates coincides with the set of voters, and our theoretical analysis regarding the information
loss of Drop-Edge was inspired by their analysis.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide a formal framework to study accounting
mechanisms and their incentive properties, and to point out the important differences between reputa-
tion and accounting mechanisms. Furthermore, we are not aware of any practically feasible mechanism
that is decentralized to the same degree as our proposal, misreport-proof, and tested under realistic
conditions.

2 Distributed Work Systems

Consider a distributed work system of n agents (or peers) each capable of doing work for each other.
All work is assumed to be quantifiable in the same units. The work performed by all agents is captured
by a work graph:

Definition 1. (Work Graph) A work graph G = (V,E,w) has vertices V = {1, . . . , n}, one for
each agent, and directed edges (i, j) ∈ E, for i, j ∈ V , corresponding to work performed by i for j,
with weight w(i, j) ∈ R≥0 denoting the number of units of work.

The true work graph is unknown to indivudal agents because they only have direct information
about their own participation:

Definition 2. (Agent Information) Each agent i ∈ V keeps a private history (wi(i, j), wi(j, i)) of
its direct interactions with other agents j ∈ V , where wi(i, j) and wi(j, i) are the work performed for
j and received from j respectively.

Based on its own experiences and known reports from other agents, agent i can construct a subjective
work graph (see Figure 1). Let wj

i (j, k), w
k
i (j, k) ∈ R≥0 denote the edge weight as reported by agent

j and agent k respectively.

Definition 3. (Subjective Work Graph) A subjective work graph from agent i’s perspective, Gi =
(Vi, Ei, wi), is a set of vertices Vi ⊆ V and directed edges Ei. Each edge (j, k) ∈ Ei for which i /∈ {j, k},
is labeled with one, or both, of weights wj

i (j, k), w
k
i (j, k) as known to i. For edges (i, j) and (j, i) the

associated weight is wi
i(i, j) = w(i, j) and wi

i(j, i) = w(j, i) respectively.
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Figure 1: A subjective work graph from agent i’s perspective. Edges where i has direct information
have only one weight. Other edges can have two weights, corresponding to the possibly
conflicting reports of the two agents involved.

Edge weights wj
i (j, k) and wk

i (j, k) need not be truthful reports about w(j, k) and thus can possibly
be in conflict with each other, even if they have been submitted at the same point in time. We
now describe in more detail how agents can exchange information with each other, to obtain the
information necessary to construct the subjective work graph.

Throughout the paper, we analyze and compare two different modes of information sharing between
the agents: centralized and decentralized information exchange. For centralized information exchange,
we assume the existence of a center (e.g., a centralized server on the Internet). After every interaction,
each agent makes a report to the center which stores all reports persistently. At any point in time, an
agent can query the center to obtain the most up-to-date information about all reports available at the
center to then construct its subjective work graph based on his own information and the information
obtained from the center. Every agent has different private information about his own interactions, and
the other information reported to the center is not necessarily correct. Thus, the resulting subjective
work graphs for the agents can differ, no matter whether centralized or decentralized information
exchange systems are used.

In many environments, a centralized information exchange system is simply not feasible, for example
in wireless ad-hoc networks. In other environments, a centralized system might not be desirable for
many reasons: a center represents a single point of failure, a center presents a bandwidth bottleneck,
and a center requires some a priori trust in one entity and it is unclear how that trust should be estab-
lished. This motivates the study of fully decentralized information exchange systems. BarterCast
is such a fully decentralized, lightweight information exchange system. Each agent keeps a private his-
tory of its direct interactions with other agents and obtains information about the rest of the network
by exchanging a selection of its private history with others using bilateral messages. We assume that
agents can discover other agents with whom to exchange messages by using a Peer Sampling Service.
When two agents agree to exchange messages, then agent i selects for its messages the records of the
Nh agents with the highest amount of work performed for i as well as the Nr agents most recently
seen by i. Thus, each agent will have an incomplete view and out of date view of the whole network.

3 Accounting Mechanisms

3.1 Preliminaries

In a distributed work system, at every point in time, an agent can decide whether he is willing to
perform work for others or not. An agent who makes himself available to perform work receives work
requests by a set of agents (with which the agent may have rarely or never interacted with before).
For example, in a P2P file sharing application, each agent that has any pieces of a particular file will
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Figure 2: Accounting Mechanism and Allocation Policy: based on the subjective work graph Gi and
the current choice set Ci, the accounting mechanism computes a score SM

j (Gi, Ci) for each
agent in the choice set. Based on these scores, the allocation policy selects one agent for
whom agent i will perform work.

be contacted by a group of agents that are all interested in some of those pieces. At any moment in
time, the contacted agent will have to choose for whom to perform work from this set of agents.

Definition 4. (Choice Set) We let Ci ⊆ V \ {i} denote the choice set for agent i, i.e., the set of
agents that are currently interested in receiving some work from i.

The role of an accounting mechanism is to compute a score2 for each agent j ∈ Ci, proportional
to the net work contributed to the system, to allow agent i to differentiate between cooperative and
free-riding agents. We assume that an agent has no a priori bias towards assisting one agent over
another.

Definition 5. (Accounting Mechanism) An accounting mechanism M takes as input a subjective
work graph Gi, a choice set Ci, and determines the score SM

ij (Gi, Ci), for any agent j ∈ Ci, as viewed
by agent i.

We let SM
0 denote the default score that accounting mechanism M assigns to an agent about

which no information regarding work consumed or performed is available (i.e., the two agents are
disconnected in the subjective work graph). Once the accounting mechanism has computed a score
for each agent in the choice set, the agent uses an allocation policy to decide to whom to allocate
work to (see Figure 2). Thus, the accounting mechanism together with the allocation policy matches
work-performing agents with work-seeking agents. We consider the following two allocation policies:

Definition 6. (Ranking Policy) Given subjective work graph Gi, choice set Ci, and accounting
mechanism M , agent i performs one unit of work for agent j ∈ argmaxk∈Ci

SM
ik (Gi, Ci), breaking ties

at random.

Definition 7. (Banning Policy) Given subjective work graph Gi, choice set Ci, accounting mech-
anism M , and a banning threshold δ ∈ R, agent i performs one unit of work for an agent chosen
uniformly at random from {j ∈ Ci|SM

ij (Gi, Ci) ≥ δ}.

3.2 Agent Population and Strategic Manipulations

We adopt the model and terminology of Meulpolder et al.[22], and assume a population that consists
of a mixture of cooperative agents (or sharers), who always contribute work, and lazy free-riders who

2Note that we purposefully chose to use the term “score” instead of “reputation value” even though this is in contrast
to prior work by Meulpolder et al. [22]. Our goal is to clearly distinguish between accounting and reputation
mechanisms and to emphasize that outputs of such mechanisms have very different meanings.
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intermittently shirk work. The role of an accounting mechanism is to make it unbeneficial to be a
free-rider. We further model a subset of the free-riding agents as strategic agents, who also try to
manipulate the accounting mechanism itself through misreport attacks, where an agent reports false
information about its work performed or consumed. The non-strategic free-riders are called “lazy”
because they try to avoid performing work, but they are too lazy to perform any kind of manipulations.
In Section 4.2 we study a second class of attacks on the accounting mechanism called sybil attacks,
where an agent inserts fake agents into the network to manipulate the mechanism. Note that we model
only strategic behavior with regard to manipulating the accounting mechanism and do not consider,
for example, manipulations on the information exchange protocol.

Definition 8. (Misreport-proof) An accounting mechanism M is misreport-proof if, for any agent
i ∈ V , any subjective work graph Gi, any choice set Ci, any agent j ∈ Ci, for every misreport
manipulation by j, where G′

i is the subjective work graph induced by the misreports, the following
holds:

• SM
ij (G

′
i, Ci) ≤ SM

ij (Gi, Ci), and

• SM
ik (G

′
i, Ci) ≥ SM

ik (Gi, Ci) ∀k ∈ Ci \ {j}.3

3.3 The Basic vs. the Drop-Edge Mechanism

In this section, we first present a straw-man mechanism called the Basic mechanism, first introduced
by [22]. We show that the Basic mechanism can easily be manipulated via misreports and then
introduce the Drop-Edge mechanism that removes the incentive to misreport.

Definition 9. (Basic Mechanism) Given subjective work graph Gi and choice set Ci, construct a
modified graph GB

i = (Vi, Ei, w
B
i ) with weights defined as:

∀(j, k)|i ∈ {j, k} : wB
i (j, k) = wi

i(j, k)

∀(j, k)|i /∈ {j, k} : wB
i (j, k) = max{wj

i (j, k), w
k
i (j, k)},

where missing reports in the max-operator are set equal to 0. Let MFGB
i
(i, j) denote the maximum

flow from i to j in GB
i . Define the Basic Score of agent j as SB

ij (Gi, Ci) = MFGB
i
(j, i)−MFGB

i
(i, j).4

In the Basic mechanism, an agent takes its own information over reports from others (1). Given
two reports, it takes the maximum of the two (2). Note that even if no agents misreport, two reports
for the same edge will generally be in conflict when a decentralized mechanism is being used. By
taking the maximum of the two reports, an agent always uses the most up-to-date information (in the
case of non-strategic reports). The motivation for using the max-flow algorithm is that it bounds the
influence of any report that agent j can make by the edges between i and j, preventing an agent from
grossly inflating the work it has performed for another agent. In Section 4.3, we discuss in more detail
how this limits the power of strategic manipulations and also protects against Byzantine attacks (i.e.,
arbitrary attacks not necessarily originating from rational agents).

It is easy to see that the Basic mechanism can be manipulated via misreports. We illustrate two
attacks in Figures 3 and 4. We always show the subjective work graph from i’s perspective and the

3Note that the first requirement is equivalent to value-strategyproofness as defined for trust mechanisms, and both
requirements together imply rank-strategyproofness [6].

4The specification of the Basic mechanism here differs from the one presented in Meulpolder et al. [22] only in that
they take the arctan of the difference between the flows. However, because arctan is a monotonic function this does
not change the relative scores of the agents.
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Figure 3: (a) A work graph based on true reports. (b) The subjective work graph as viewed by i,
including a misreport attack by j to boost its score in BarterCast. Dotted edges indicate
misreports.

manipulating agent is j. Figure 3 (a) shows a true work graph. Figure 3 (b) shows agent i’s view of
the work graph, now including a misreport by agent j. Agent j has simply reported that it has done
work for k1, k2, and k3, although it did not. The Basic mechanism does not catch this: because there
never was an interaction there are no reports from these other agents. Note that agent j increased
its score from 0 to 30 via this attack. Now consider Figure 4 (a) which shows a new true work graph.
Figure 3 (b) shows a misreport manipulation by agent j where j reported that it has done 5 units of
work for k even though it only did 2 units of work. Because the Basic mechanism takes the maximum
of two reports, agent i will believe j’s report. As a result, agent k’s score has decreased from 0 to -3,
and agent j’s score has increased from 0 to 3. Note that simply replacing the max-operator with the
min-operator in the definition of the Basic mechanism does not make it misreport-proof. Consider
again Figure 4 (b). Using the min-operator prevents the attack where agent j exaggerates the amount
of work he has done for agent k. However, now agent j can misreport the amount of work that k has
done for j, for example it can report 0 instead of 2. Now, if the Basic mechanism took the minimum
instead of the maximum of two conflicting reports, the effect would be that after this particular attack,
k score would decrease by 2 and j’s score would increase by 2. Whether max or min is used, in both
variants of the Basic mechanism it is a dominant strategy to always report ∞ work performed, and
0 work consumed. Thus, a more sophisticated mechanism is necessary to defend against misreport
attacks.

The Drop-Edge mechanism ignores some of the information available to an agent, depending on
context. Here, the “context” is the agent’s current choice set Ci. If the agent ignores the reports from
all agents currently inside the choice set, the resulting mechanism becomes misreport-proof.

Definition 10. (Drop-Edge Mechanism) Given subjective work graph Gi and choice set Ci, con-
struct the modified graph GD

i = (Vi, Ei, w
D
i ) with the weights wD

i defined as:

∀(j, k)|i ∈ {j, k} : wD
i (j, k) = wi

i(j, k) (1)

∀(j, k)|j, k ∈ Ci : w
D
i (j, k) = 0 (2)

∀(j, k)|j ∈ Ci, k ̸∈ Ci : w
D
i (j, k) = wk

i (j, k) (3)

∀(j, k)|k ∈ Ci, j ̸∈ Ci : w
D
i (j, k) = wj

i (j, k) (4)

∀(j, k)|j, k /∈ Ci, i /∈{j, k} :wD
i (j, k) = max{wj

i (j, k), w
k
i (j, k)} (5)
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Figure 4: (a) A Work graph based on true reports. (b) The subjective work graph as viewed by i,
including a misreport attack by j to decrease k’s score and increase its own score when the
Basic mechanism is used.

Missing reports in the max-operator are set to 0. Agent j’s score is SD
ij (Gi, Ci) = MFGD

i
(j, i) −

MFGD
i
(i, j).5

An agent takes its own information/experience over reports of others (1). Lines (2)-(4) implement
the “edge-dropping” idea. Any reports received by agent i from agents in the choice set Ci are dropped
in determining edge weights in modified graph GD

i . An edge (j, k) is dropped completely if both j
and k are inside Ci (4). In the case of two conflicting reports by two agents outside the choice set, the
mechanism takes the maximum 5, thereby always using the most up-to-date information available.
For an illustration of the Drop-Edge mechanism see Figure 5.

We make the following simple observation:

Proposition 1. Drop-Edge is misreport-proof.

Proof. No report of agent j is used in i’s decision making process whenever agent j is in the choice
set of agent i.

Note that both the Basic mechanism and the Drop-Edge mechanism need to compute the maxi-
mum flow on a large work graph to determine the scores. In practice, however, running the max-flow
algorithm on the full work graph may take too long due to the computational complexity of the max-
flow algorithm. If we assume that the work graphs has at least as many edges as nodes, then all known
algorithms have a running time that is at least quadratic in the number of nodes (see Goldberg et
al. [13] for an overview of max-flow algorithms). The only exception is the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm
which has a running time of O(Ef) when edge weights are integral, where E is the number of edges
and f is the largest flow in the network. However, most work graphs in practice will have a relatively
large number of edges because the applications that are suitable for accounting mechanisms generally
lead to many short-term interactions between many agents. Thus, for graphs with thousands or mil-
lions of agents, even a running time of O(Ef) is prohibitive. On the other hand, if the distributed
work graph is relatively dense, then most nodes are connected via short paths, and it may be sufficient
to run a max-flow algorithm that only considers paths of a restricted length, and such algorithms run
much faster in practice. Indeed, Piatek et al. [25] have found empirically, that 99% of the agents in a

5We do not need the max-flow algorithm to obtain misreport-proofness. However, we use it because it provides some
additional protection against sybil and Byzantine attacks as we discuss in more detail in Section 4.3, and also makes
the comparison with Basic easier.
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P2P file sharing networks are connected via paths of length 1 or 2. For the experimental results we
present in Section 5 we have used mechanisms with max-flow restricted to at most 1 hop (i.e., paths
of length at most 2), and for the simulations we present in Section 6 we have used mechanism with
max-flow restricted to at most 2 hops.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: An illustration of the Drop-Edge mechanism. We are showing subjective work graphs from
agent i’s perspective. The choice set is Ci = {j, k}. (a) Agent i’s subjective work graph
where each edge has two weights, one from each agent who knows about that edge. (b)
Agent i’s subjective work graph after the Drop-Edge mechanism has been applied.

4 Theoretical Analysis

4.1 Information Loss of Drop-Edge

In the last section we have shown that by dropping some of the information based on context, the
resulting mechanism becomes misreport-proof. However, this obviously comes at a cost because having
more information about the past actions of other agents generally helps to better discriminate between
cooperative and free-riding agents. We are interested in this trade-off between informativeness on the
one side, and misreport-proofness on the other side. In this section we analyze the information loss
of Drop-Edge due to the discarded edges and show that it is small and vanishes in the limit as the
number of agents in the network grows. Thus, the misreport-proofness of Drop-Edge comes at a
relatively small cost. Without misreport-proofness, strategic manipulations introduce an additional
cost.

The following analysis is based on agent i’s subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi). To isolate the
question of “information loss” due to dropping some of the information, we only consider centralized
protocols where all agents make reports to a centralized entity after ever time step, and we assume
that agents do not perform any kind of manipulations. We let GD

i = (Vi, Ei, w
D
i ) denote the modified

graph after the Drop-Edge mechanism has been applied to Gi. Note that which edges are dropped
in GD

i depends on which particular choice set Ci is chosen. Analogously, GB
i = (Vi, Ei, w

B
i ) denotes

the modified graph after the Basic mechanism has been applied to Gi. Note that using a centralized
information exchange protocol and assuming no manipulations, there won’t be any conflicting reports
in the subjective work graphs, and thus GB

i represents the true (omniscient) work graph.
As a first step, we study the result of dropping edge on the net work information contained in the

work graphs. Later, we add the use of max-flow to the analysis. For graph GD
i = (Vi, Ei, w

D
i ), we

12



define the net work on edge (k, j) as w̃D
i (k, j) = wD

i (k, j) − wD
i (j, k) so that k’s overall net work

from i’s perspective is work i(k,G
D
i ) =

∑
j ̸=k w̃

D
i (k, j). Analogously, for graph GB

i = (Vi, Ei, w
B
i ), we

let w̃B
i (k, j) = wB

i (k, j)− wB
i (j, k) and work i(k,G

B
i ) =

∑
j ̸=k w̃

B
i (k, j). Thus, the term work i(k,G

B
i )

represents agent k’s true net work, and work i(k,G
D
i ) represents Drop-Edge’s approximation of agent

k’s net work, both according to i’s subjective work graph.

Theorem 1. For all subjective work graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) with |Vi| = n, for all k ∈ Vi, for all
choice sets Ci chosen uniformly at random with |Ci| = m and k ∈ Ci:

ECi [work i(k,G
D
i )]

work i(k,GB
i )

= 1− (m− 1)

(n− 1)
.

Proof.

ECi [work i(k,G
D
i )] (6)

= ECi [
∑
j ̸=k

w̃D
i (k, j)] (7)

=
∑
j ̸=k

ECi [w̃
D
i (k, j)] (8)

=
∑
j ̸=k

[(m− 1)

(n− 1)
· 0 +

(
1− (m− 1)

(n− 1)

)
· w̃B

i (k, j)
]

(9)

=
(
1− (m− 1)

(n− 1)

)
· work i(k,GB

i )

For equation (9), consider edge (k, j). Because Ci is chosen uniformly at random with k ∈ Ci, the
probability that j is also inside any random C is m−1

n−1 . If k and j are inside Ci the edge gets dropped,

otherwise w̃B
i (k, j) is counted.

Theorem 1 implies that if n is relatively large compared to m, then the expected net work computed
by the Drop-Edge Mechanism is very close to the true net work.

Corollary 1. For all subjective work graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) with |Vi| = n, for all k ∈ V , for choice
sets Ci chosen uniformly at random with |Ci| = m, it holds that:

lim
n
m
→∞

ECi [work i(k,G
D
i )]

work i(k,GB
i )

= 1.

We now turn our attention to the approximation ratio of the scores computed by Drop-Edge
when the max-flow algorithm is used. The first theorem is with regard to running the full max-
flow algorithm, however, for the analysis, we need to consider max-flows restricted to a certain
number of hops. We let MFh

G(i, j) denote the max-flow from node i to j in graph G with ex-

actly h hops. We let SD,h
ij (Gi, Ci) denote the score computed by Drop-Edge for h hops, i.e.,

SD,h
ij (Gi, Ci) = MFh

GD
i
(j, i) − MFh

GD
i
(i, j). Analogously, SB,h

ij (Gi, Ci) is the score computed by the

Basic mechanism using max-flow with exactly h hops.

Theorem 2. For all subjective work graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) with |Vi| = n, for all k ∈ Vi, for i’s
choice set Ci chosen uniformly at random with |Ci| = m and k ∈ Ci:
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ECi [S
D
ik(Gi, Ci)] = SB,0

ik (Gi, Ci) +

n−m−1∑
h=1

h∏
p=1

(n−m− p

n− 1− p

)
· SB,h

ik (Gi, Ci).

Proof.

ECi [S
D
ik(Gi, C)] = ECi [MFGD

i
(k, i)−MFGD

i
(i, k)] (10)

=
n−m−1∑
h=0

ECi [MFh
GD

i
(k, i)−MFh

GD
i
(i, k)] (11)

= ECi [MF 0
GD

i
(k, i)−MF 0

GD
i
(i, k)] (12)

+
n−m−1∑
h=1

E[MFh
GD

i
(k, i)−MFh

GD
i
(i, k)] (13)

= SB,0
ik (Gi, Ci) (14)

+ ECi [MF 1
GD

i
(k, i)−MF 1

GD
i
(i, k)] (15)

+
n−m−1∑
h=2

ECi [MFh
GD

i
(k, i)−MFh

GD
i
(i, k)] (16)

= SB,0
ik (Gi, Ci) +

(n−m− 1

n− 2

)
· SB,1

ik (Gi, Ci) (17)

+
(n−m− 1

n− 2

)
·
(n−m− 2

n− 3

)
· SB,2

ik (Gi, Ci) (18)

+
n−m−1∑
h=3

ECi [MFh
GD

i
(k, i)−MFh

GD
i
(i, k)] (19)

= SB,0
ik (Gi, Ci) +

n−m−1∑
h=1

h∏
p=1

(n−m− p

n− 1− p

)
· SB,h

ik (Gi, Ci) (20)

In Equation (12) we isolated the expectation of the 0-hop max-flow terms which consider the direct
paths between i and k and thus do not involve dropped edges, and consequently Equation (14) follows
because SD,0

ik = SB,0
ik . In Equation (15) we isolated the expectation of the 1-hop max-flow terms, i.e.,

the flows along all paths of length 2 between i and k. Because Ci was chosen uniformly at random,
for any of the 1-hop paths between i and k the probability that the intermediate node lies outside of
Ci is

n−m−1
n−2 and Equation (17) follows. The final expression follows from analogous reasoning for all

h-hop max-flows.

Remember that running the full max-flow algorithm may be computationally prohibitive, which is
why we use max-flow algorithms restricted to at most 1 or 2 hops in our experiments. We let SD,≤1

ik

denote the scores obtained by the Drop-Edge mechanism when max-flow is restricted to at most 1
hop, and SB,≤1

ik analogously for the Basic mechanism. The following corollary tells us the accounting
accuracy of Drop-Edge using a max-flow algorithm restricted to at most 1 hop:

Corollary 2. If the max-flow algorithm is restricted to a most 1 hop, then for all subjective work
graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) with |Vi| = n, for all k ∈ Vi, for i’s choice set Ci chosen uniformly at random
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with |Ci| = m and k ∈ Ci:

ECi [S
D,≤1
ik (Gi, Ci)]

SB,≤1
ik (Gi, Ci)

≥
(n−m− 1

n− 2

)
.

The theoretical results in this section bound the accuracy in expectation over choice sets and do
not directly pertain to accuracy with respect to selecting the right agent from a given choice set.
Moreover, the approximation ratios for the max-flow based mechanism do not directly compare the
scores obtained when using max-flow to the scores obtained if the net work were considered directly.
In Sections 5 and 6 we see that the information-loss of Drop-Edge is indeed small in practice, even
for small graphs, and that the mechanism leads to very good efficiency.

4.2 Sybil-Proofness

Now we turn our attention to a class of attacks called sybil attacks, where an agent introduces sybil
nodes (fake agents) into the network to manipulate the accounting mechanism.

4.2.1 Preliminaries

We distinguish between passive sybil attacks, where the sybils themselves may consume but not
perform work, and active sybil attacks, where the sybils themselves also perform work.6

Definition 11. (Passive Sybil Attack) A passive sybil attack by agent j is a tuple σj = (Vs, Es, ws)
where Vs = {sj1 , sj2 , ...} is a set of sybils, Es = {(x, y) : x, y ∈ S ∪ {j}}, and ws are the edge weights
for the edges in Es. Applying the sybil attack σj to agent i’s subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi)
results in a modified work graph Gi ↓ σj = G′

i = (Vi ∪ Vs, Ei ∪ Es, w
′) where w′(e) = wi(e) for e ∈ Ei

and w′(e) = ws(e) for e ∈ Es.

Definition 12. (Active Sybil Attack) An active sybil attack by agent j is a tuple σj =
(Vs, Es, E

→
s , ws, w

→
s ) where Vs = {sj1 , sj2 , ...} is a set of sybils, Es = {(x, y) : x, y ∈ Vs ∪ {j}},

E→
s = {(x, y) : x ∈ Vs, y ̸∈ Vs ∪ {j}} are edges indicating work done by the sybils, ws are the

edge weights for the edges in Es, and w→
s are the edge weights for edges in E→

s . Applying the
sybil attack σj to agent i’s subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) results in a modified work graph
Gi ↓ σj = G′

i = (Vi ∪ Vs, Ei ∪ Es ∪ E→
s , w′) where w′(e) = wi(e) for e ∈ Ei and w′(e) = ws(e) for

e ∈ Es and w′(e) = w→
s (e) for e ∈ E→

s .

So far we have only defined the strategy space for passive and active sybil attacks. Such an attack
can only be “beneficial” if the attacking agent is better of after the attack than before. Remember
that SM

0 denotes the default score that accounting mechanism M assigns to an agent about which no
information is available.

Definition 13. (Beneficial Sybil Attack) Given accounting mechanism M and work graph Gi =
(Vi, Ei, wi), a beneficial (passive or active) sybil attack σj by agent j ∈ Vi such that G′

i = σj(Gi) is
one where option (1), (2), or (3) holds:

(1) ∃Ci s.t. j ∈ Ci and SM
ij (Gi, Ci) < SM

ij (G
′
i, Ci)

(2) ∃k ∈ Vi\{j} and ∃Ci with j, k ∈ Ci: (S
M
ij (Gi, Ci) < SM

ik (Gi, Ci)) ∧ (SM
ij (G

′
i, Ci) > SM

ik (G
′
i, Ci))

6Note that our definitions differ from previous definitions of sybil attacks on reputation mechanisms (see [5] and [6]),
in particular the one for active sybil attacks where we also allow sybil agents to perform work.
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(3) ∃s ∈ Vs : (∃Ci with s ∈ Ci : S
M
is (G

′
i, Ci) > SM

0 ) ∧ (∀Ci with j ∈ Ci : S
M
ij (G

′
i, Ci) ≥ SM

ij (Gi, Ci))

i.e., agent j can (1) increase its own score, or (2) affect its own score and that of another agent in
such a way that the relative ranking of the two agents changes, or (3) create a sybil agent with a score
strictly higher than SM

0 without decreasing its own score.

To study the sybil attacks as introduced so far, we do not need a dynamic, multi-step analysis.
Given work graph Gi, an attacking agent can do multiple things, e.g., add sybils to the network, make
multiple false reports about these sybils, etc. We model all of this as happening in one step, inducing
a new subjective work graph G′

i. However, when we consider long-term effects of an attack, we also
have to look at what happens when certain attacks are repeated over and over again. How beneficial
a sybil attack really is, depends on the trade-off between the amount of work necessary to perform
the attack, and the amount of “free” work the agent can consume as a result of the attack. We will
distinguish between long-term beneficial sybil attacks on the one side, where the ratio between work
performed and consumed goes towards infinity as the attack is repeated, and short-term beneficial
sybil attacks on the other side, where that ratio is bounded by a constant.

Definition 14. (Long-term vs. Short-term Beneficial Sybil Attacks) Given accounting mech-
anism M and work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi), assume agent j ∈ Vi performs a (passive or active) sybil
attack σj such that G′

i = σj(Gi). Let σn
j denote an n−times-repetition of the sybil attack. Let ω−(σn

j )
denote the amount of work involved in performing σn

j , and let ω+(σn
j ) denote the amount of work that

agent j or any of its sybils will be able to consume. We call σj a:

• long-term beneficial sybil attack: if ω+(σn
j ) > 0 and ω−(σn

j ) = 0 or limn→∞
ω+(σn

j )

ω−(σn
j )

= ∞.

• short-term beneficial sybil attack: if ω+(σn
j ) > 0 and ω−(σn

j ) > 0 and ∃c ∈ R≥0 :

limn→∞
ω+(σn

j )

ω−(σn
j )

≤ c.

A long-term beneficial (passive) sybil attack on the Basic and Drop-Edge mechanisms is illustrated
in Figure 6 where condition (3) of Definition 13 holds. In this example, agent j has already per-
formed/consumed 10 units of work for/from agent i (such that agent i believes agent j’s reports
about other agents). To perform the sybil attack, agent j creates a set of sybils and falsely reports
to i that these sybils have performed 10 units of work for j, such that i now assigns a score strictly
higher than SM

0 to the sybil nodes, in particular, both the Basic and Drop-Edge mechanisms assign
a score of 10 to the sybil nodes. Each sybil agent can now exploit its score and consume some work
from i (assuming, at some point, the sybils will be in i’s choice set with other agents that have a
lower score). Once the sybils’ scores are “used up”, j can simply create another sybil s′j and repeat
the attack ad infinitum. This attack is powerful because it only requires a passive sybil attack that
involves no work to be performed by j or any of its sybils. In general, however, passive attacks may be
long-term or short-term beneficial, and active attacks may also be long-term or short-term beneficial.
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Figure 6: A sybil attack where agent j generates many sybils, then does a little bit of work for i and
then provides its sybils with positive scores.

Definition 15. (Sybil-Proofness) An accounting mechanism M is

• sybil-proof against long-term beneficial sybil attacks, if for every work graph Gi there exists no
(passive or active) long-term beneficial sybil attack on M with respect to Gi.

• sybil-proof against short-term beneficial sybil attacks, if for every work graph Gi there exists no
(passive or active) short-term beneficial sybil attack on M with respect to Gi.

Before we can formally prove our first impossibility theorem regarding sybil-proofness, we introduce
a series of natural assumptions regarding accounting mechanisms. First, we assume that the scores
an accounting mechanism computes only depend on the amount of work performed and consumed
by the agents in the network. More specifically, we assume that adding or removing agents with no
amount of work consumed or performed does not change the scores of other agents. More formally:

Definition 16. (Independence of Disconnected Agents) An accounting mechanism M satisfies
independence of disconnected agents, if for any subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) and any choice
set Ci, for any k ∈ Vi for which there does not exist an edge in Ei or for which all edges in Ei have zero
weight, where G′

i = (V ′
i , E

′
i, w

′
i) denotes the graph where node k has been removed, i.e., V ′

i = Vi \ {k},
E′

i = Ei \ {(x, y) : x = k ∨ y = k}, and w′
i(e) = wi(e) for all e ∈ E′

i, the following holds:∀j ∈ V ′
i : SM

ij (Gi, Ci) = SM
ij (G

′
i, C

′
i)

Furthermore, we will assume that a priori, the accounting mechanism does not put more or less trust
into any agent in the network. More formally, we only consider mechanisms that, for any renaming
of the agents in the network, return the same scores, i.e., they are symmetric7:

Definition 17. (Symmetric Accounting Mechanisms) An accounting mechanism M is symmet-
ric if, for any node i with any any subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) and choice set Ci, any graph
isomorphism f such that G

′
i = f(Gi), C

′
i = f(Ci) and f(i) = i:

∀j ∈ Vi \ {i} : SM
ij (Gi, Ci) = SM

if(j)(G
′
i, C

′
i).

7Note that in the context of reputation mechanisms, symmetry typically corresponds to globally consistent, or objective
reputation values, where every agent in a network has the same view on each other agent’s reputation, in contrast to
asymmetric mechanisms that allow for subjective reputation values. Cheng et al. [5] have shown that no symmetric
and sybil-proof reputation mechanisms exists. According to Cheng et al.’s definition, our accounting mechanisms
would all be called “asymmetric” because they all inherently lead to subjective scores because the scores are computed
based on subjective work graphs. However, what we mean by “symmetry” is something different, namely that from
each individual agent’s perspective, the rest of the network is symmetric.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: An illustration of the single-report-responsiveness property: there exists a subjective work
graph Gi, e.g., the one show in (a), such that a single positive report by j about k, as
shown in (b), leads to SM

ik (Gi, Ci) > SM
0 , and a single negative report by j about k leads to

SM
ik (Gi, Ci) < SM

0 .

For the design of sybil-proof accounting mechanisms, we want to exclude any “trivial” accounting
mechanisms that assign the same or random scores to every agent, as well as mechanisms that ignore
all information except for their own direct experiences. Assuming single-report responsiveness excludes
these mechanisms:

Definition 18. (Single-Report Responsiveness Property) Let dist(i, j) denote the length of
the shortest path between i and j. An accounting mechanism M has the single-report responsiveness
property if, for any agent i, there exists a subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) and choice set Ci, with
nodes j and k such that dist(i, j) = dist(j, i) = 1 and dist(i, k) = dist(k, i) = ∞ (i.e., nodes i and j
are neighbors in Gi and no path is connecting nodes i and k), and there exists a graph G′

i = (V ′
i , E

′
i, w

′
i)

with V ′
i = Vi, E

′
i = Ei ∪ {(k, j), (j, k)}, and w′

i(e) = wi(e) for all e ∈ Ei \ {(k, j), (j, k)}, and there

exists a constant c ∈ R>0 with w′j
i (k, j) = c, such that:

SM
k (G′

i, C
′
i) > SM

0

and analogously, a constant d ∈ R>0 with w′j
i (j, k) = d, such that:

SM
k (G′

i, C
′
i) < SM

0 .

An illustration of the single-report responsiveness property is depicted in Figure 7. What this
property says is that there exists a situation (i.e., a specific work graph), where i has no information
about k, and a single positive report by agent j about agent k can increase the score that agent i
assigns to agent k above M

0 , and that a single negative report by agent j about agent k can decrease
the score that agent i assigns to agent k below SM

0 . Thus, if an agent was previously unknown to
me, a single positive or negative report about that agent can potentially change my evaluation of that
agent.

4.2.2 Impossibility of Sybil-Proofness

Note that both the Basic and the Drop-Edge mechanism satisfy the independence of disconnected
agents, are symmetric, and satisfy the single-report responsiveness property. We have already shown
(Figure 6) that both mechanisms are susceptible to sybil attacks. We will now show that this is
generally unavoidable:

Theorem 3. For every accounting mechanism M that satisfies independence of disconnected agents,
is symmetric, has the single-report responsiveness property, and is misreport-proof, there exists a
(passive) long-term beneficial sybil attack.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: An illustration of the long-term beneficial sybil attack used in the proof for Theorem 3. If
the mechanism is misreport-proof, then j has no disadvantage from making a truthful report
wj
i (k, j) = c about another agent k. If the mechanism is also symmetric and satisfies inde-

pendence of disconnected agents, then j can create sybil sj , and make a report wj
i (sj , j) = c

about sj , also without a disadvantage to j. Thus, if originally, the positive report about k
lead to a positive score for k, then now the sybil node sj has a positive score as well, and
the attack does not require any actual work to be performed by j.

Proof. Let’s assume accounting mechanism M satisfies the single-report responsiveness property.
Thus, there exists a graph Gi and nodes i, j and k as described in Definition 18, for example like
the one depicted in Figure 8 (a). Now, let agent j create a sybil node sj and insert it into Gi such
that G′

i = (V ′
i , Ei, wi) with V ′

i = Vi ∪ {sj}. Because of the independence of disconnected agents, the
scores of all agents in the graph have remained the same. Note that there is no path connecting k
and i as well as no path connecting sj and i, and thus the two nodes k and sj look the same from i’s
perspective. Now, assume that agent k performs c units of work for j (as needed for the single-report
responsiveness property) and agent j makes a truthful report to i about this interaction, leading to
subjective work graph G′′

i such that SM
ik (G

′′
i , Ci) > SM

0 . Here it is essential that M is a misreport-proof
mechanism. Because M is misreport-proof, we know that agent j has no disadvantage from reporting
truthfully, i.e., for any possible misreport that would lead to subjective work graph G′′′

i it holds that:
∀Ci with j ∈ Ci : S

M
ij (G

′′
i , Ci) ≥ SM

ij (G
′′′
i , Ci). Because M is symmetric, we can apply a graph iso-

morphism f to G′′
i that only switches the labeling of sj and k but nothing else. Thus, there exists a

report that j can make about sj with w′j
i (sj , j) = c leading to graph G∗

i such that SM
isj

(G∗
i , Ci) > SM

0

(see Figure 8 (b)). As before with node k, because of misreport-proofness, we know that agent j has
no disadvantage from making this report. Thus, property (3) of Definition 13 is satisfied and because
the attack itself involves no work, this constitutes a long-term beneficial sybil attack on M .

4.2.3 (Im-)Possibility of K-Sybil-Proofness

In this section we explore whether we can achieve any kind of formal sybil-proofness guarantees,
despite the strong negative results from the last section. The only property that we can reasonably
relax for the design of useful accounting mechanisms is the single-report responsiveness property. We
can conceive of mechanisms that require two, or more generally, K, positive or negative reports about
an agent, before the mechanism assigns a score distinct from SM

0 to that agent. This leads to the
following generalization of the responsiveness property:

Definition 19. (K-Report Responsiveness Property) Let dist(i, j) denote the distance between
two nodes i and j in a graph. An accounting mechanism M has the K-report responsiveness property
if, for any agent i, there exists a subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi) and choice set Ci, with node
l and a set of nodes VK with |VK | = K, such that ∀k ∈ VK : dist(i, k) = dist(k, i) = 1 and dist(i, l) =
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dist(l, i) = ∞ (i.e., nodes i and all nodes in VK are neighbors in Gi and no path is connecting i
and l), and there exists a graph G′

i = (V ′
i , E

′
i, w

′
i) with V ′

i = Vi, E′
i = Ei ∪ {(k, j), (j, k)|k ∈ VK},

and w′
i(e) = wi(e) for all e ∈ Ei \ {(k, j), (j, k)|k ∈ VK}, and there exists a constant c ∈ R>0 with

w′j
i (k, j) = c for all k ∈ VK , such that:

SM
ik (G

′
i, C

′
i) > SM

0

and a constant d ∈ R>0 with w′j
i (j, k) = d for all k ∈ VK , such that:

SM
ik (G

′
i, C

′
i) < SM

0 .

Obviously, performing a sybil attack against a mechanism that does not have the single-report
responsiveness property, but the K-report responsiveness property is more difficult, and the attack
would require additional work, either by the sybil agents or by the manipulating agent itself. We can
now define a corresponding, weaker notion of sybil-proofness:

Definition 20. (K-Sybil-Proofness) An accounting mechanism M is K-Sybil-proof against long-
term beneficial sybil attacks if, for every work graph Gi, there does not exist a long-term beneficial
sybil attack with K or fewer sybils for M ; it is K-Sybil-proof against short-term beneficial sybil attacks
if there does not exist a short-term beneficial sybil attack with K or fewer sybils for M .

Theorem 4. No accounting mechanism that is K-report responsive, is symmetric, and satisfies in-
dependence of disconnected agents is K-sybil-proof against short-term beneficial sybil attacks.

Proof. Let’s assume accounting mechanism M is symmetric, satisfies independence of disconnected
agents, and is K-report responsiveness. Then there exists a subjective work graph Gi and nodes l
and VK as described in Definition 19. In particular, if all agents k in VK make a report about the
edge (k, l) with weight c to agent i, then the resulting score for agent l is greater than SM

0 , i.e.,:
SM
il (G

′
i, C

′
i) > SM

0 . Now, let’s remove one agent k∗ from the set VK , leading to subjective work graph
G′′

i . Now, SM
il (G

′′
i , C

′′
i ) = SM

0 again. Now we let agent j create a sybil agent sj . Because of the
independence of disconnected agents, this does not change any of the scores. Now assume that agent
sj performs the same number of units of work for i that previously k∗ had performed. Now, from i’s
perspective agents k∗ and sj look the same. Thus, because M is symmetric, if agent sj now makes a
report about edge (l, sj) with weight c, then SM

il (G
′′′
i , C

′′′
i ) > SM

0 . Without loss of generality, we can
assume that l = j. Thus, by creating just one sybil sj agent j has performed a short-term beneficial
sybil attack.

We will now show how to turn any accounting mechanism into a K-report responsive mechanism
that is K-sybil-proof against long-term beneficial sybil attacks:

Definition 21. (K-Elimination-Wrapper) A K-Elimination-Wrapper W takes as input an ac-
counting mechanism M , a subjective work graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, wi), and a choice set Ci, and determines
the scores SW

ij (M,Gi, Ci) for each agent j ∈ Ci, as viewed by agent i. Let P(Vi) denote the powerset
of Vi, and let P≤K(Vi) denote the set of subsets of P(Vi) of cardinality less than or equal to K. We
let Gi \X denote the subjective work graph that results from taking Gi and removing all nodes in X
from Vi. As before, we let SM

ij (Gi, Ci) denote the scores according to the accounting mechanism M .

The wrapper scores SW
ij (M,Gi, Ci) are computed as follows:

SW
ij (M,Gi, Ci) = min

X∈P≤K(Vi)
{SM

ij (Gi \X,Ci \X)}.
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Figure 9: The K-Elimination-Wrapper.

Theorem 5. A K-elimination-wrapper applied to any accounting mechanism leads to an accounting
mechanism that is K-sybil-proof against long-term beneficial sybil attacks.

Proof. Let’s assume this is not true, i.e., there exists a sybil attack by some agent j that involve less
than or equal to K sybils and is long-term beneficial. Note that the K-elimination wrapper iteratively
removes all subsets of agents of size K or less from Gi, computes all scores without those subsets, and
ultimately takes the minimum. Thus, in one of those iterations, all of j’s K sybils will be removed
from Gi, and the resulting score will be part of the overall minimization of the wrapper. Thus, if
agent j’s score before the sybil attack was lower than before the sybil attack, then the wrapper will
take the score from before the attack, rendering the sybil attack useless. This excludes options (1)
and (3) from the set of beneficial sybil attacks (see Definition 13) where the goal of the sybil attack
was to increase agent j’s or one of the sybils’ scores. This only leaves option (2), which requires an
active sybil attack, where the sybil agents themselves perform work and make misreports, such that
after the sybil attack, an agent k, i.e., one of the other agents in the network, now has a lower score
than before, such that the relative ordering of j and k has changed. If this attack is indeed successful
(i.e., j and k are inside the same choice set and now j gets allocated instead of k), then j gets to
consume some units of work “for free”. However, note that after consuming a certain amount of work,
j’s score is lowered again, and at some point, j’s score will be lower than k’s score again. Thus, now
another sybil attack would be necessary, which again would require the sybil agents to perform work.
Thus, the amount of free work resulting from this sybil attack is bounded: for every x units of “free”
work, the sybil attack requires a certain fixed amount of work as well. Thus, the sybil attack can at
best be short-term beneficial, but not long-term beneficial.

Note that using the K-elimination-wrapper does not provide any robustness against short-term
beneficial sybil attacks, and even achievingK-sybil-proofness against long-term beneficial sybil attacks
comes at a cost: the resulting mechanism is only K-report-responsive and ignores a larger part
of the available information compared to a single-report responsive mechanism. Assuming random
interactions between peers, the probability of havingK reports about an agent decreases exponentially
in K. Thus, real-world system designers face an important trade-off between (limited) robustness
against sybil attacks on the one side, and informativeness on the other side. The decision regarding
this trade-off can depend on many factors. For example, in some domains, creating one or two sybils
may be relatively cheap, but creating more sybils could become very expensive (e.g.,. obtaining
multiple IP addresses). If this is in fact the case, then a 3-sybil-proof mechanism might provide
good robustness in that particular domain. Furthermore, in some domains the interactions between
peers are not random, but highly clustered (e.g., in P2P file sharing communities with similar taste
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preferences). Thus, in these domains it might be reasonable to assume that each agent has an average
of K reports about each other agent, and thus, even after applying a K-elimination-wrapper, the
resulting scores will still be informative enough. In future work, we will analyze this trade-off in more
detail (analytically and experimentally).

4.3 The Role of the Max-Flow Algorithm

We have shown that we cannot achieve fully sybil-proof accounting mechanisms, and even limited
robustness comes at a high price. One interesting way to address this problem in practice is the
application of the max-flow algorithm inside an accounting mechanism. In fact, both BarterCast
[22] and Drop-Edge [31] use max-flow. Ideally we would like to do accounting via taking the total
sum of work performed and subtracting the total sum of work consumed for each agent. By using
the max-flow algorithm, we essentially do a form of “bounded addition” which obviously distorts the
true net work measure without providing any additional formal guarantees. However, using max-flow
provides additional robustness against sybil attacks in practice: max-flow bounds the influence of any
agent by the total amount of work performed by that agent itself. This limits the power of sybil
attacks, making them more costly and thus less attractive for the attacking agent.8 Furthermore,
max-flow is also useful to protect against Byzantine agents, i.e., agents that try to harm the network
or specific agents in the network. For example, if a Byzantine agent reports that agent i has consumed
1,000,000 units of work from him, and if other agents believe this report, then agent i will be unable
to receive any work from those agents in the future. Using max-flow makes Byzantine attacks much
more difficult and costly for the attacking agent, thereby effectively preventing them in practice.

5 Experimental Analysis: Discrete Simulations

In this section, we compare the mechanisms empirically via a discrete, round-based simulation to
understand the trade-offs that are made in the Basic and Drop-Edge mechanisms in practice. Re-
member that we consider both centralized and decentralized information exchange protocols. For the
decentralized version, we simulate the BarterCast information exchange protocol. Consequently, when
referring to the centralized versions of the mechanisms, we write Basic and Drop-Edge as before,
and when referring to the decentralized versions we write BarterCast-Basic and BarterCast-
Drop-Edge. Considering the centralized version of each mechanism helps isolate the effect of the
message exchange protocol from the mechanism itself.

5.1 Experimental Set-up

We simulate a generic distributed work system with 100 agents and discrete time steps, i.e.., this
is a simulation without any particular application in mind. In every time step, every agent decides
whether to perform one unit of work or not. Agents are divided into a fraction 1 − β of cooperative
and a fraction β of free-riding agents. Cooperative agents always perform one unit of work, while
free-riders only perform work in every other round. Furthermore, we also model strategic free-riding

8Note that instead of using max-flow, we could also use other graph-based algorithms. The algorithm only needs to
have two properties: first, it needs to have the “bounding property” to limit the influence of any agent proportionally
to how much that agent has contributed to the system so far. Second, the algorithm must have the “transitive-trust”
property (cf. Friedman et al. [11] or Tang et al. [33]), i.e., when agent i has performed some work for j and j has
performed some work for k, then i should also trust agent k to some degree.
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agents who seek to manipulate the accounting mechanism. We let γ ≤ β denote the total fraction of
all agents that are strategic free-riders.

In each round that agent i performs work, it gets a random choice set of 5 agents. With probability
0.1, i performs 1 unit of work for a random agent in the choice set and with probability 0.9 it
uses the accounting mechanism and allocation rule to determine who receives work. This aspect
of the simulation is motivated by similar allocation rules used in P2P file sharing (e.g., optimistic
unchoking in BitTorrent). For the decentralized information exchange protocol, every agent contacts
one other agent at random in each round, to exchange messages about direct experiences in the
network. Agents exchange reports about the last 5 agents they have interacted with and the 5
agents that have uploaded the most to them. For the centralized version, we assume the existence of a
center, collecting reports (which may still be untruthful) and making them immediately available. For
Basic and BarterCast-Basic, the strategic agents perform the optimal misreport manipulation,
i.e., always reporting they have consumed 0 units of work and contributed ∞ units of work. Unless
otherwise noted, we run each simulation for 100 time steps and record the work contributions and
consumptions (averaged over 10 trials).
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Figure 10: The ratio of the Drop-Edge scores and the Basic scores depending on network size. As
the number of agents in the network grows relative to the choice set size, the approximation
ratio approaches 1 and the information loss of Drop-Edge vanishes.

5.2 Information Loss of Drop-Edge

We first verify our theoretical results on information loss, in particular, that the information loss of
Drop-Edge vanishes as the number of agents in the network gets large relative to the size of the
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choice sets. To isolate the effect of information loss due to dropped edges, we simulate a network
without strategic agents, and compare the scores obtained by the centralized Drop-Edge mechanism
with those obtained by the centralized Basic mechanism (that does not drop edges). Fixing a choice
set size of m = 5 and free-rider agent fraction β = 0.5, we simulate networks of size n = 10, 20, ...200.
After 100 time steps, for every agent we randomly choose a choice set and measure for every agent in
the choice set the ratio of the Drop-Edge score and the score under the Basicmechanism. Averaging
over all agents and choice sets, we find that our empirical results closely match the theoretical results
(Corollary 2). In Figure 10 we plot the ratios of the Drop-Edge scores and the Basic scores (or the
“true” scores) for different network sizes. We see that the approximation ratio approaches 1 as the
number of agents in the network grows relative to the choice set size.

5.3 Efficiency Results

We now consider direct measures of performance. First, we measure the mechanisms’ performance
without strategic agents, to isolate their effectiveness as algorithms in aggregating information and
promoting good decisions. Consider the graphs in Figure 11 (a) with zero strategic agents, i.e. where
γ = 0 . We expect Drop-Edge to be slightly less efficient because we are dropping information that
Basic is using, and no strategic agents are present that could harm the Basic mechanism. We see
that the efficiency is indeed higher under both versions of the Basic mechanism, but only minimally
so (less than 5% difference).

The more interesting analysis concerns the overall efficiency with strategic agents present. The
efficiency of a particular agent type is defined to be the average amount of work received by that
type of agent per time step. It is our goal to maximize the efficiency of the cooperative agents and to
minimize the efficiency for free-riding agents, and for strategic free-riders in particular. Ultimately,
the goal is to cause agents to change from free-riding to cooperating.

We compare Figures 11 (a),(b) and (c), to analyze the relative efficiency of all agent types under the
two mechanisms. Note that the total efficiency is the same for both mechanisms because the amount
of work performed by individual agent types is fixed. In Figure 11(b), we clearly see that strategic
agents are able to sharply increase their performance compared to the other agents (see Figures 11(a)
and (c)) by misreporting under the Basic mechanism. This effect is particularly high when only a
few strategic agents are in the system. With 10% strategic agents, the performance of a strategic
agent is 3 times as high as that of the other agents under the decentralized BarterCast-Basic
mechanism, and more than 5 times as high under the centralized Basic mechanism. With the Basic
mechanism, agents have a very large incentive to act strategically. The Drop-Edge mechanism in
contrast leads to the same constant efficiency for each individual agent type (because there is no
incentive to manipulate), and in particular the efficiency of cooperative agents is almost twice as high
as that of free-riding agents.

In practice, strategic misreports may also occur under Drop-Edge even though such behavior is
not useful for an agent. We have testedDrop-Edge in settings with strategic agents (not plotted) and
although the efficiency of the cooperative agents decreases slightly as the proportion of strategic agents
increases, Drop-Edge continues to clearly outperform the Basic mechanism. We also ran a longer
experiment with β = 0.5, γ = 0.2 for 500 time steps, measuring how efficiency changes over time.
In Figure 12 (a), we see that the benefit that strategic agents gain from misreporting in the Basic
mechanism gets even larger over time. Compare this against Figure 12 (b), which presents results
for Drop-Edge. Strategic agents cannot manipulate their scores, and receive decreasing amounts
of work as the simulation proceeds. At the end of the run, cooperative agents indeed receive twice
as much work per round as the other agents, which is the ultimate goal, because they also perform
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Figure 11: Average work consumption per time step, using the Basic and the Drop-Edge mecha-
nisms. The fraction of free-riding agents is β = 0.5.
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Figure 12: Evolution of average work consumption over time.

exactly twice as much work.
To summarize, in this section we have shown that the good approximation of the scores in Drop-

Edge also translates into good system efficiency. When strategic agents are present, the Drop-Edge
mechanism clearly outperforms the Basic mechanism: cooperative agents have higher efficiency, while
free-riding agents have lower efficiency. We have shown that the magnitude of this effect even grows
over time. Thus, we believe that using Drop-Edge over Basic in a real system has significant
advantages for system efficiency.

6 Experimental Analysis: A BitTorrent Overlay Protocol

6.1 The BitTorrent Protocol

In this section, we discuss an application of our mechanisms to BitTorrent. In BitTorrent, the dis-
tributed work system is compromised of a collection of peers called a swarm. A swarm begins when a
seeder, an altruistic peer that has a complete file, sets up a server and allows other peers to download
the file. The file is partitioned into distinct pieces, and a unit of work in this system consists of the
transmission of one piece from one peer to another. The peers in a swarm download pieces from the
original seeder and share pieces with each other. A BitTorrent client maintains a limited number of
simultaneous upload slots (usually 4-7 depending on the implementation). Peers that do not yet have
the complete file (leechers), assign their slots to those peers that provide the highest upload rate in
return, determined periodically, and the seeders assign their upload slots to those peers that have the
highest download rate. Peers that get a slot are called unchoked, while the other peers are choked.
Furthermore, there is one extra slot for optimistic unchoking which is assigned via a 30 seconds round-
robin shift over all the interested peers regardless of their upload rate. Due to optimistic unchoking,
new peers have a chance to obtain their first pieces of data and bootstrap the process.

Up to a certain limit, the more bandwidth a peer gives, the more it gets in return, which provides
downloaders in a single swarm with a strong incentive to upload to others. This policy is also often
called “tit-for-tat” (even though Levin et al. [19] show that they are not formally equivalent). This
mechanism was one of the crucial design choices of the BitTorrent protocol [7], providing much better
incentives to the peers in the system than previous protocols like Gnutella [1].

However, these incentives are only temporary and local: the incentives only work in a bilateral way,
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and there is no incentive to continue sharing the file after the download has finished. Ironically, it is
even disadvantageous to share upon completing a file, since the consumed upload bandwidth cannot
be used to do tit-for-tat in other downloads, which makes these downloads slower. Using accounting
mechanisms on top of the existing BitTorrent protocol, we want to remove this incentive problem to
increase the overall efficiency of the system.

6.2 Accounting Mechanisms for BitTorrent

When an accounting mechanism is available in a P2P file sharing system such as BitTorrent, this
raises the question as to which allocation policy to use. A natural candidate would be the ranking
policy, which always gives preference to agents with a higher score and successfully separates sharers
from free-riders in the round-based simulations. However, the situation is more complicated when
we are targeting a system like BitTorrent that is already deployed in practice. First of all, a new
BitTorrent client should be backwards-compatible with old clients that are not using the accounting
mechanism. Secondly, a user who installs a new client should have performance at least as good as
with the old BitTorrent client.

This puts some restrictions on what kind of allocation policies we can usefully employ. Imagine
agent i using an accounting-based client in a network with primarily “standard BitTorrent clients”, i.e,
those that do not use the accounting mechanism. A standard BitTorrent client allocates the optimistic
unchoking slot to a random agent. Thus, if agent i uses the ranking policy to decide which agent
to unchoke optimistically, this does not affect its performance. However, the remaining upload slots
are normally allocated to those agents providing the highest download speed in return. Myopically,
this optimizes the download performance for the uploading agent. Now, if agent i would allocate
all upload slots based on the accounting mechanism, agent i’s performance could degrade, because
possibly the agents with the highest scores have uploaded a lot in the past, but they do not have
any pieces to reciprocate in the current swarm. Thus, agent i could be significantly worse off using
an accounting-based client. Consequentially, the ranking policy that we employ in our experiments
with BitTorrent only uses the accounting mechanism to decide to whom to allocate the optimistic
unchoking slot.

The second allocation policy we employ is the banning policy, which we update there to the BitTor-
rent domain in the following way. First, an agent never uploads to another agent with a score below
a certain threshold. But aside from this banning operation, the policy uses the standard BitTorrent
policy: the optimistic unchoking slot is assigned randomly to one of the peers that are not banned
and the remaining slots are allocated to non-banned peers who provide the highest upload rate in
return. The idea here is that the threshold is set in such a way that free-riders are banned, but
cooperative agents will never reach a score lower than this threshold. Note that, similar to using the
ranking policy for the allocation of all upload slots, it may also be sub-optimal for an agent to follow
the banning policy. This is because an agent with a score below the threshold may reciprocate with
the highest upload rate in the current swarm. However, there is an important difference between
the ranking policy and the banning policy. As the size of a swarm grows, and thus the number of
cooperative peers with high upload rates grows as well, the disadvantage to a client using the banning
policy diminishes. Imagine there are 1,000 peers in the swarm, and the agent currently bans 10% of
those, i.e., 100. This still leaves 900 peers from whom the agent will now select those who reciprocate
with the most bandwidth. This is in contrast to employing the ranking policy for all slots, where
swarm size does not matter. The ranking policy will always select the agents with the highest scores,
even if they currently reciprocate with the lowest speed in the whole swarm.

Note that if a significant number of agents in the swarm use the accounting mechanism, then
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there is also an upside for an agent to upload to an agent who also uses an accounting mechanism-
based client, because the agent can expect to be rewarded (directly or indirectly) for this cooperative
behavior in the future. Thus, whether and how much an agent would be worse off by employing the
banning policy, would depend on the swarm size, the distribution of agent types in the swarm, and the
particular banning threshold. In practice, a small disadvantage may be tolerable (most BitTorrent
users do not use BitThief or BitTyrant even though they can be faster than standard BitTorrent
clients), but a large disadvantage must be avoided. To guarantee that the disadvantage remains
minimal, the particular banning threshold could be set dynamically by the client software, dependent
on relative upload rates obtained from the different agents in the swarm. However, we do not address
this particular aspect further in this work. Going forward, we focus on comparing the ranking and the
banning policy. Note that both policies are easy to implement on top of any P2P file sharing protocol
and backwards-compatible with existing mechanisms.

• Ranking policy: Peers assign the optimistic unchoking slot to the interested peers in order
of their scores; the remaining slots are allocated to those peers who provide the highest upload
rate in return.

• Banning policy: Peers do not assign any upload slots to peers that have a score which is
below a certain threshold δ. The optimistic unchoking slot is assigned randomly to one of the
peers that are not banned; the remaining slots are allocated to non-banned peers who provide
the highest upload rate in return.

For some of our experiments, we consider an Omniscient (Centralized Max-flow) mechanism. To
use this mechanism as a baseline, and to remove any misreport considerations, this mechanism stores
the true up- and download statistics of peers in a central database, instead of in local databases.
The scores are computed using the Basic mechanism, based on the information stored in the central
database.

In the following experiments, we want to identify which effects are due to centralized or decentralized
information exchange, and which are due to misreport-proofness. To this end, we study the ranking
and banning policies in combination with BarterCast-Basic, BarterCast-Drop-Edge, and the
Omniscient mechanism.

6.3 Simulation Set-up

We have built a simulator which incorporates all relevant aspects of BarterCast and BitTorrent.
We simulate an epidemic Peer Sampling Service using the decentralized BuddyCast protocol that is
already implemented and released as part of the Tribler file sharing client [27]. Our simulator follows
the BitTorrent protocol at the piece-level, including unchoking, optimistic unchoking, and rarest-
first piece picking. We have combined all processes in a simulation environment that can generate
workloads based on either probabilistic request arrivals or traces of data.

In our experiments we simulate 100 peers active in 10 swarms (i.e., corresponding to 10 different files)
during a simulated time of one week. Note that a peer can be active in multiple swarms simultaneously.
A peer can be either a cooperative, a free-riding, or strategic. Free-riders immediately leave the swarm
after finishing a download, while cooperative peers share every completed file for 10 hours. Strategic
peers behave as free-riders, and in addition spread forged BarterCast messages in which they report
a maximum upload to others and zero download. The strategic peers also make misreports when
Drop-Edge is being used, which doesn’t benefit them, but which introduces additional noise into the
system. All peers in our simulations have a 3 MBps downlink and a 512 KBps uplink, corresponding
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Figure 13: Evolution of the average scores over time for the three different agent types, using (a)
BarterCast-Basic and (b) BarterCast-Drop-Edge.

to common ADSL users. As these users have very limited uploading capacity, they are likely to
economize on sharing, and are therefore the most important target of sharing-ratio enforcement in
current file sharing systems. Finally, in the BarterCast messages, the agents report their information
about the 10 agents they have seen most recently, and the 10 agents with the highest upload to them.

6.4 Poisson-based Simulations

We generate a Poisson arrival process for file requests for each peer with an average of one request
per day per peer. Requests are homogeneously distributed over the 10 files. Unless otherwise noted,
all of the following results are based on simulations with 50% cooperative agents, 40% free-riders, and
10% strategic agents (different distributions of agents lead to qualitatively similar results). In our
experiments, we assess the evolution of the average scores of each group of agents, and compare the
download performance for different policies. Furthermore, we evaluate the influence of the banning
threshold, and evaluate a simple model for behavioral change.

6.4.1 Evolution of Agents’ Scores

As a first step, we study how the scores of the different agents evolve over time, i.e., whether the
accounting mechanism can successfully track agents’ net contribution to the system. Because each
agent computes a different score for each other agent in the network, we compute the average score
SM
i of agent i using mechanism M as the average of the scores that each of the other N − 1 agents

assign to i:

SM
i =

1

N − 1

∑
j ̸=i

SM
ji (Gj , Cj) (21)

In Figure 13 the evolution of the average scores over time are plotted for the the three different
agent types for the two decentralized versions of the mechanisms. Figure 13 (a) shows the results
for BarterCast-Basic. The scores of the free-riders clearly decrease over time, while the scores of
the cooperative peers increase slightly. However, the strategic peers benefit a lot from manipulating
the accounting mechanism; their scores are significantly higher than the scores of the other peers.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the average download performance of cooperative agents, free-riders, and
strategic peers for the ranking policy with different accounting mechanisms. The download
speeds are normalized relative to the original BitTorrent mechanism (without accounting).

This effect vanishes completely when BarterCast-Drop-Edge is used, which is displayed in Fig-
ure 13 (b). Here, the strategic agents have the same average scores as the free-riders. Obviously,
BarterCast-Drop-Edge is very successful in computing scores that separate cooperative agents
from free-riders and strategic agents.

6.4.2 The Ranking Policy

In this section, we study study the effect of the ranking policy on the average download performance
of the agents. All download speed results are normalized with respect to the results of simulations us-
ing the standard BitTorrent protocol without an accounting mechanism. We consider the centralized
version of the Basic mechanism, as well as the two decentralized mechanisms BarterCast-Basic
and BarterCast-Drop-Edge. In Figure 14, the normalized download speeds are plotted for coop-
erative, free-riding, and strategic agents, for the three different mechanisms under consideration. We
see immediately that using any of the mechanisms, the ranking policy has no significant effect, i.e.,
the performance is virtually the same for all agent types.

An closer investigation of this effect shows that this is caused by the size of the swarms. As we
simulate relatively small swarms, peers do not always have enough requests from other peers to fill all
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Figure 15: Performance of the Ranking Policy with different swarm sizes.

of their upload slots. Hence, free-riders and strategic agents can often find enough free slots to still
have a normal performance. This suggests that the ranking policy can only be effective if swarms are
relatively large and peers know a significant fraction of the other peers in the network. We argue that
for the policy to be effective, it is necessary that a peer gets strictly more requests than he has upload
slots, and that he has sufficient information about those peers to differentiate between cooperative
agents and free-riders.

To verify this hypothesis, we ran additional experiments where we varied the swarm sizes between
20 and 180 and where we varied the accuracy of the information available to the agents. In Figure 15,
we display the results from that experiment. On the x-axis we vary the accounting accuracy, where
an accuracy of 0.4 means that each agent has accurate scores for 40% of the others agents in the
network, and no information for the rest. First, it is easy to see that the performance plateaus at
an accuracy of 20%. This is a positive result, because it implies that even in a large system where
agents will always only have a partial view of the network, the ranking policy works well as long as
each agent has some small amount of information. Next, we consider the effect of varying the swarm
sizes. With a very small swarm size of only 20 agents, the ranking policy is not effective in separating
cooperative agents from free-riders. However, as we increase the swarm size from 20 to 60 agents,
this changes, as now the sharers have an average performance of 500Kbps and the free-riders have an
average performance of 400Kbps. Thus, this verifies our previous hypothesis that the ranking policy
is only effective for swarms of some minimal size.

We also found that increasing the swarm size further from 60 to 180 caused no additional effect on
the performance difference between cooperative agents and free-riders. It turns out that this effect
occurs because when using the ranking policy, we only use the accounting mechanism to allocated the
optimistic unchoking slot. Each agent has 5 upload slots, out of which 4 are allocated based on best
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response rates. This explains why the performance of the cooperative agents compared to the free-
riders is exactly 5 to 4 (i.e., 500Kbps to 400Kbps), the same ratio as the upload slots that are allocated
to them on average. This reveals an inherent limitation of using the ranking policy in BitTorrent.
Because we want to maintain backwards compatibility, and make sure that users of our client are at
least as well of as users of the standard BitTorrent clients, the maximal effect that employing the
ranking policy can have is limited: we can at most reduce the performance of the free-riders by 20%
compared to the cooperative agents. This may not be enough to incentivize free-riders to change their
behavior and become cooperative. Thus, for the remainder of this section, we focus on the banning
policy.

6.4.3 The Banning Policy

As in the previous section, all the performance results presented in this section are normalized with
respect to the results of simulations that do not implement any policy at all. To study the banning
policy in more detail, in particular to find good banning thresholds, we use the following monotonic
function to transform the original scores (which can be between −∞ and +∞) such that they are all
between −1 and +1:

Definition 22. (Normalized Scores) Given subjective work graph Gi and choice set Ci, let GB
i

and GD
i denote i’s subjective work graphs after applying the Basic and the Drop-Edge mechanisms

respectively. The normalized scores for an agent j are:

SX
ij (Gi, Ci) =

arctan(MFGX
i
(j, i)−MFGX

i
(i, j))

π/2
(22)

where X ∈ {B,D}.

For the remainder of this section, we will always use the normalized scores in our experiment.
Note that an agent about whom no information is available will have a score of 0, and an agent who
contributes as much work as he consumes will also have a score of 0, at least on average. Thus, for
the banning policy to have an effect, the banning threshold must be set to a value between −1 and
0. For the first analysis we fix the banning threshold at δ = −0.5; later we study the effect of varying
the banning threshold between -1 and 0.

The results for using the banning policy in combination with the three different accounting mech-
anisms are shown in Figure 16. We see that the performance of both free-riders and strategic agents
is almost the same in the omniscient (centralized max-flow) mechanism. The small difference is due
to randomization in the simulation. But more importantly, we see that the free-riders and strategic
agents achieve roughly half the performance of the cooperative agents. This parallels the results from
the discrete, round-based simulations presented in Section 5.3, where we showed in Figure 12 that
after a sufficient number of time steps, the efficiency of the cooperative agents was approaching twice
the efficiency of the free-riders and strategic agents.

Next, we consider the two decentralized mechanisms. For BarterCast-Basic, the performance
loss of the free-riders compared to the cooperative agents is again roughly 50%. However, now the
strategic peers achieve a performance about twice as high as before, even higher than the cooperative
peers. Of course, this is due to the misreport vulnerability of the Basic mechanism which the strategic
peers exploit. Note that the cooperative agents’ performance is a little bit lower than before, which
can be explained by the fact that more of the bandwidth now goes to the strategic peers.

Finally, consider the BarterCast-Drop-Edge mechanism. Here, we see that the performance
of the free-riders and the strategic peers is roughly the same again (the differences can only be
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Figure 16: Comparison of the average download performance of cooperative agents, free-riders, and
strategic peers for the banning policy with different accounting mechanisms.

attributed to random effects in the simulation), due to Drop-Edge being misreport-proof. Now
the cooperative agents achieve the highest performance, about 30%-40% higher than the free-riders
and strategic agents. Note that the performance of the cooperative agents under Drop-Edge is
somewhat lower than under Centralized Max-Flow. This is due to the strategic agents, who
spread false information even though they cannot benefit from it. This increases the overall noise
in the system which leads to somewhat lower effectiveness of the accounting mechanism. Overall,
we can conclude that using the banning policy with BarterCast-Drop-Edge is indeed effective in
separating cooperative agents from free-riders and strategic peers. It achieves a larger performance
difference than with the ranking policy. However, a performance difference of 30%-40% might still be
too small to incentivize free-riders to become cooperative agents. Therefore, we study the effect of
varying the banning threshold.

In Figure 17, the normalized download performance for cooperative, free-riding, and strategic agents
is plotted for various thresholds using the banning policy with the BarterCast-Drop-Edge mech-
anism. As before, strategic agents have no benefit when the Drop-Edge mechanism is used, leading
to performance comparable to that of the free-riders. The figure shows that the more strict the
threshold (i.e., closer to 0), the larger the relative penalty for the free-riders and strategic agents
compared to the cooperative agents. We see that we can easily achieve performance differences larger
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Figure 17: The normalized download performance of cooperative agents, free-riders, and strategic
agents, using the banning policy for various thresholds δ under the BarterCast-Drop-
Edge mechanism.

than 30%-40%. At δ = −0.1, the relative performance difference is largest, with cooperative agents
achieving roughly 2.5 times the performance of the free-riders. However, the absolute performance of
the cooperative agents is also smallest at δ = −0.1, which is clearly detrimental to our design goal.
The lower performance of the cooperative agents is due to two effects. First, at such a high banning
threshold, agents will sometimes also ban cooperative agents because of the imperfect information due
to the decentralized information exchange protocol. Second, while free-riders and strategic agents try
to exploit the system, they nevertheless do provide some bandwidth while they are still downloading
files. If a large majority of the free-riders and strategic peers is banned, then their bandwidth is also
lost from the cooperative agents’ perspective.

This view, however, neglects the fact that in practice, we would expect a certain percentage of
the free-riders and strategic agents to change their behavior, and become cooperative, if the banning
policy with a high enough banning threshold were used. Thus, to find the optimal banning threshold,
we must consider a behavior model.

6.4.4 Banning Policy with a Behavioral Change Model

As a system designer, setting the optimal banning threshold requires some assumptions regarding
how free-riders and strategic agents will change their behavior when facing clients with that employ
a banning policy. Assuming that many free-riders will become cooperative when they experience a
severe penalty, a strict threshold is best, since in the end the overall system performance will improve
for all peers because of the added resources of the former free-riders. However, if free-rider conversion
is slow, the prolonged loss of performance of the cooperative agents might be unacceptable, and a
milder threshold should be considered. To better understand this trade-off, we performed simulations
assuming an illustrative relationship between the banning threshold δ and the percentage of free-riders
and strategic agents in the systemf :

f(δ) = 0.8 · ( 1
16

)δ+1. (23)

With the above relationship, a system with no banning (i.e., δ = −1) has 80% free-riders, while
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a system with very strict banning (i.e., δ = 0) has only 5% free-riders. We assume that 25% of the
free-riders are strategic. In Figure 18, we display the download speed for cooperative, free-riding,
and strategic agents in a system with the above relationship. We observe that when the banning
threshold is very low, all peers have a relatively low performance. This is intuitive, because there is
hardly any penalty for free-riders, and thus many peers will freer-ride, which leads to little supply of
resources. As we increase the banning threshold, the performance of all peers increases, as more and
more of the free-riders and strategic peers become cooperative. At some point (δ > −0.8), there are
enough cooperative agents in the system for the banning of free-riders to become effective. Around
δ = −0.4, the download speed of the cooperative agents peaks, while the penalty for free-riding is very
strong. As we increase the banning threshold further towards 0, the disadvantages from banning more
free-riders, and sometimes banning even cooperative agents due to incomplete information, starts
having a negative effect on the performance of the cooperative agents. Thus, the trade-off between
sufficient banning of free-riders versus reducing unnecessary loss of performance for cooperative agents
is clearly visible. In practice, depending on the actual relationship f , it is up to community managers
and system designers to devise policies that successfully balance this trade-off.

6.4.5 The Effect of Accounting Accuracy and Noise

While the network size in our simulation is relatively small (100 agents), real BitTorrent networks
are much larger, on the order of millions of agents. However, we cannot simulate significantly larger
BitTorrent networks with such detail on the protocol level because we need to compute each agent’s
score from each other agent’s perspective, and this simply takes too long once we go beyond a certain
network size. While the basic principle does not change when the network size increases from 100 to
thousands or millions of agents, there are two aspects that do change. First, in very large networks,
it is more likely that two agents that meet have little or no information about each other (i.e., are
disconnected in the work graph). Second, the information that is available to the agents may be very
noisy because the decentralized information exchange protocol needs a long time to spread information
through a large network, and using the max-flow algorithm further distorts the scores. We seek to
better understand these two challenges.

In contrast to all experiments we have presented so far, in the experiment we discuss here, the
agents do not compute the scores of the other agents themselves. Instead, we inject the scores, giving
us the ability to control precisely how much and which information each agent has available when
making a decision. For the experiments, we let the accounting accuracy denote the average percentage
of agents that an agent has any information about. For example, an accuracy of 0.8 implies that on
average, an agent is connected to 80% of the agents via paths of length 3 or less. Another effect of
using max-flow is that the scores computed by max-flow are only approximations for the net work
performed by an agent. In our experiments, we model this noise as the variance of the distribution
from which we draw an agent’s view of another agent’s score.

In Figure 19 we show the results from these experiments. On the x-axis of all graphs, we vary
the accounting accuracy between 0 (no information about any agent) to 1 (perfect information). We
draw the agents’ scores from a gaussian distribution with mean equal to the true scores, and with a
standard deviation equal to 0.0 (no noise, i.e., perfect information), 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8, which corresponds
to the four graphs (a)-(d). We also experimented with shifting the mean up or down (i.e., introducing
systematic biases), but this did not lead to qualitatively different results.

The results for the ranking policy are very straightforward. Once the accuracy reaches the level
of 0.2, the mechanism successfully separates cooperative agents from free-riders, giving them a per-
formance ratio of 5 to 4, and this stays the same even as we increase the accuracy to 1.0. We have
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Figure 19: Analyzing the effect of accounting accuracy and noise on the banning policy (with threshold
δ = −0.5) and the ranking policy. Here, no accounting mechanism is used. The agents
make allocation decisions using scores that are drawn from a gaussian distribution, with
mean equal to the true scores, and standard deviation equal to the noise value.
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already explained in Section 6.4.2 what the origin of this effect is. By comparing graphs (a) through
(d) we also see that introducing noise into the system has no effect on the performance of the ranking
policy, even up to a noise level of 0.8 (Figure 19 (c)). The explanation is simple: the ranking policy
picks the agent with highest scores, and of course the average scores of the cooperative agents are
much higher than the average scores of the free-riders. Thus, with some noise in the system, some
highest-ranked cooperative agents might change their relative rank, but it is still very likely that the
highest ranked agent (out of all agents) in any given choice set will be a cooperative agent and not a
free-rider. Only when we increase the noise even further does the result change a little bit, i.e., the
performance for cooperative agents decreases slightly and the performance of the free-riders increases
slightly. However, such high values of noise are not realistic in practice.

Now we turn our attention to the banning policy, where we used a banning threshold of δ = −0.5.
As we see in Figure 19, the effects of accounting accuracy and noise are much more pronounced. In
particular, the performance difference between cooperative agents and free-riders keeps increasing as
we increase the accounting accuracy from 0 to 1. This is expected because every agent that another
agent has no information about has a score of 0, and thus will not be banned. Finally, we consider
the effect of adding noise when using the banning policy. Here we see the biggest effects: even going
from no noise to a noise level of 0.2, the performance difference between cooperative agents and free-
riders decreases significantly. For example, with accuracy 0.8 and noise level 0, cooperative agents
achieve 600KBps and free-riders achieve 300KBps.9 For an accuracy of 0.8 and noise level of 0.2,
the cooperative agents’ performance drops to 550KBps, and the free-riders’ performance increases to
350KBps. For a noise level of 0.8, the performance difference achieved via the banning policy is smaller
than with the ranking policy, except for very high accuracy values, where the two policies perform
essentially equally well. This decrease in the effectiveness of the accounting mechanism with banning
is expected. Remember that the banning threshold is set in such a way that free-riders are banned
and cooperative agents are not, and fine-tuning the threshold will always involved a trade-off between
banning too many cooperative agents and too few free-riders. Now, by adding noise to the system,
two kinds of mistakes start to happen: not only are some of the free-riders not banned that should
be banned, but also some of the cooperative agents are now banned that should not be banned. This
is in contrast to the ranking policy, where adding noise at first only affects which of the cooperative
agents gets the highest score, but it takes a lot more noise, until a free-rider makes it to the top.
Furthermore, the frequency of mistakes is also higher for the banning policy than for the ranking
policy, because the banning policy can potentially affect every agent that is considered for any upload
slot, not just the agents being considered for the optimistic unchoking slot.

To conclude this analysis, we can make some assumptions regarding what accuracy and noise levels
to expect in real BitTorrent systems. Piatek et al. [25] have shown empirically that 99% of BitTorrent
peers are connected via paths of length 2. Thus, even using a max-flow algorithm restricted to 1 or
2 hops, we can expect an accounting accuracy of 0.99 in real BitTorrent networks. It is a little more
difficult to estimate the noise level of the accounting scores. In our own experiments using the round-
based simulations as well as the BitTorrent simulations, we found that even though a decentralized
information exchange protocol is used and with max-flow further distorting the accounting scores, the
BarterCast-Drop-Edge mechanism can differentiate between cooperative agents and free-riders,
even after just a few time steps and when only a few BarterCast messages have been exchanged
(compare Figure 12(b) and Figure 13(b)). This suggests that even in larger networks we can expect

9The performance drop of the cooperative agents for noise level 0 and accuracy 1.0 occurs because with perfect infor-
mation, all free-riders are banned from the system, which are then also no longer available to do tit-for-tat with the
cooperative agents. This is the same trade-off we discussed in Section 6.4.4.
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a reasonably low level of noise. Based on these assumptions, considering Figure 19(b), we would
expect the banning policy to cause a significant performance difference between cooperative agents
and free-rider, even in large networks. However, evaluating our mechanisms and allocation policies on
a larger scale, ideally with real users, remains a formidable research challenge.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied distributed work systems, where agents perform small units of work for
each other, without the ability for a third party to monitor those bilateral interactions. The overall goal
is to incentivize agents to be cooperative, i.e., to perform as much work as they consume, and to prevent
free-riding. We have shown that previous approaches to solve this problem via trust or reputation
mechanisms are not suitable, and propose to treat the problem as an accounting task instead. The
Drop-Edge mechanism removes any incentive for the agents to misreport, by selectively dropping
some of the information available to the agents when considering for whom to perform work. In our
theoretical analysis, we have proved that the information loss of Drop-Edge is small and vanishes
in the limit as the number of agents in the network grows. The second class of manipulations we
have considered are sybil attacks. We have shown that under reasonable assumptions, no accounting
mechanism can be sybil-proof. However, we have also shown that a weaker robustness property,
K-sybil-proofness, can be achieved for a limited class of sybil attacks.

In the second part of the paper, we have coupled Drop-Edge with BarterCast, a decentralized
information exchange protocol, to study how accounting mechanisms can be used to improve the
efficiency in distributed work system. First, we have performed discrete, round-based simulations.
Whereas manipulations are very useful without Drop-Edge, the Drop-Edge mechanism removes
this problem and provides cooperative agents with higher efficiency, while free-riding and strategic
agents have lower efficiency. In a second set of experiments, we have tested the effectiveness of
accounting mechanisms as an overlay protocol for BitTorrent. Using Tribler, a real P2P file sharing
client that is already deployed and being used in practice, we were able to run simulations at the
BitTorrent protocol level. We have analyzed two different allocation policies, to decide how to allocate
work based on the scores computed by the accounting mechanism: the ranking policy and the banning
policy. The effectiveness of the ranking policy is limited in BitTorrent because we can only use it to
allocate the optimistic unchoking slot. However, using the banning policy with a finely-tuned banning
threshold, we can separate cooperative agents from free-riders, such that the performance of the
cooperative agents is more than twice as high as that of free-riders. Under such conditions, it is
realistic to assume that a significant fraction of free-riders would change their behavior and become
cooperative. Assuming such a behavioral change, we have demonstrated significantly improved system
efficiency. We have also provided a detailed analysis of the effects of accounting accuracy and noise on
the accounting mechanisms. It is necessary that the accounting accuracy is relatively high and noise
levels are relatively low for the banning policy to separate the performance of cooperative agents and
free-riders to a large enough degree. Based on previous results and our own experiments, we expect
that in large, real-world P2P file sharing networks, accounting accuracy would be relatively high noise
levels would be relatively low, such that accounting mechanisms would be expected to be successful,
even in very large networks with millions of agents. However, studying the effectiveness of accounting
mechanisms in real-world systems, and in large networks, remains an exciting research challenge.
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